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1.\BSTRACT

Complexes are formed between Ca-montmorillonite and even numbered straight chain
primary alcohols, Cz-Crs. Four series of basal spacings are recorded. OneJayer complexes
and two-layer complexes are obtained with the chain molecules parallel to the silicate surfaces. Two series of long-spacing complexes are obtained. One series, Ce-Crs,is obtained at
temperatures above the alcohol melting points; a second series, Crz-Crs,is obtained at temperatures below the alcohol melting points. The transition from the one to the other is reversible for the Crr-Crr complexes. Molecular orientations are derived consistent with the
experimental data, and also with O-H ' . . O bonding of the alcohol molecules to the silicate
surface.

INrnouucrroN
Since primary monohydric alcohols are among the simplest organic
compounds,it is important for any generalunderstandingof clay-organic
relations that the complexes they form with montmorillonite should be
examined carefully. The data available at present come mainly from the
work of MacEwan (1948),Barshad (1952)and Glaeser(1954)who collectively have studied the complexesformed by the primary alcohols Cr to
Cro,Ctnand Cro.2
Their resultsare in broad agreementand can be summarizedas follows:
Alcohols Cr and Cz form complexeswith basal spacingsof about 17 A
correspondingto two layers of organicmoleculesbetweenthe montmorilIonite layers,but at lessthan full saturation singlelayer complexesoccur
with basal spacingsaround 12.8and 8.2 h respectively.
Alcohols CrCro (with the possibleexceptionof Cs and Cro)form single
layer complexeswith basal spacingsaround 13.5-14.5 A, and doubleIayer complexesappear not to be formed. The orientation of the aliphatic
chain moleculesin relation to the silicatesurfacein thesecomplexes,i.e.,
whether the zig-za"gof the moleculeslies parallel or perpendicular to the
s u r f a c e ,h a s b e e n d i s c u s s e da n d s u m m a r i z e db y G r e e n e - K e l l y( 1 9 5 6 ) ,
Emerson (1957) and Brindley and Hofimann (1962), and for primary
monohydric alcohols it seemsmost likely that the zig-zag plane of the
moleculelies perpendicularto the surface.
1 Contribution Number 63-10, College of Mineral Industries, The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania.
2 It is convenient to refer to these alcohols in terms of the number of carbon atoms in the
chain.
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Exceptional results were reported by Barshad (1952) for complexes
formed by the Cs and C16alcohols,for which he obtainedbasalspacingsof
34.4 and 36.3 A respectively,correspondingto double layers of chain
moleculesstanding more or less on end between the montmorillonite
sheets.He consideredthesearrangementswere related to certain critical
valuesof the dielectricconstantof the medium. Theseapparently anomalous resultsrequire further examination.
From the extensivestudies of Jordan, of Hoffmann, Weiss and their
colleagues,
and of many other investigators(seesurveysby Weiss,1963a,
it
is
b)
evident that aliphatic chain moleculesfrequentiy can take up
orientationsmore or lessnormal to the silicatelayersin addition to forming complexesin which thesemoleculeslie parallel to the silicatelayers.
Weiss has studied complexesformed by n-alkylammonium montmorillonites with various n-alkyl liquids, including alcohols,and finds that when
such complexesare fully saturated, the chain moleculesstand normaily to
the silicatesurfacesin double layers with the HO- and HaN-terminations
adjacent to the oxygensurfacesof the clay, but that with "slight grinding
and simultaneousevaporation of the swelling liquid" the spacingsare
reduced by an amount correspondingto the chains being inclined at
about 56o to the clay surface.In these complexesthe alkylammonium
cations probably play a major role and the behavior of the alcohol or
other swelling liquid is probably secondary.Certainly the behavior of
alcohol moleculesin the presenceof small inorganic cations such as Na
and Ca cannot be inferred.
The resultsto be presentedshow that straight chain alcoholmolecules,
Cr-Cre,evennumbersonly, take up a variety of orientationsdependingon
the chain length of the moleculesand the temperature,and also on the
conditionsof preparationwhich determinethe degreeof saturation of the
silicate surfaceswith alcohol molecules.The investigation is concerned
with those aspectsof the problem which can be evaluated by r-ray diffraction measurements.
ExpBntlrBNrAr,
X-ray measurements;
basicmateri,als.A calcium saturated montmorillonite
from Black Hills, South Dakota, was usedin most experiments.Preliminary resultson a sodium saturatedform of the sameclay were lesssatisfactory and subsequent work was confined to the calcium form. X-ray
measurements were made on thin oriented layers of the clay on glass
slides, using a Philips diffractometer and filtered Cu-Ka radiation. The
angular opening of the radiation shield was covered with scotch tape and
the center part of the shield drilled to take a |-in. diameter tube which
permitted dry air, heated or cooled as required, to be passedinto the
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sample chamber. The sample temperature was determined by an adjacent thermocouple.Small open trays containing organic liquids or P2O5
were placed,as desired,in the samplechamber.
Even-numberedalcoholsfrom Coto Crowere obtained from the Continental Oil Company, New York, and were usedin the as-suppliedcondition. They are stated to be around 95-9870 pure. Alcohols Co-Croare
normally Iiquids which increasein viscosity with increasingchain Iength;
alcohol Crzmelts at 22" C.; alcoholsCrn-Cro
are waxy solidsgiving sharp
r-ray powder diffraction patterns. No detailedattention was given to the
r-ray data"of the solid alcohols.
Preparation of clay-alcoholcompleres.The clay samples,prepared as thin
layerson glassslides,were dried in an oven at around 250' C. for I hr and
stored over fresh PrOr until required. Basal spacingsof 9.7 A for the Caclay and 9.6 A for the Na-clay were obtained. Care was taken to exclude
water from the clay in all subsequenthandling and to avoid organicvapor
contamination either directly or by use of the same PzOsdesiccatorfor
more than one alcoholcomplex.
The formation of satisfactorycomplexesbetweenthe clay and most of
the alcohols proved unexpectedly difficult and only in the case of the Cs
complexwas a satisfactoryproduct obtained simply by exposingthe clay
to the liquid or its vapor. Basal spacingmeasurementshave little direct
significanceunlessthey correspondto a regular sequenceof lattice planes
giving integral orders of Bragg reflections,and this was taken as the
criterion of a satisfactorycomplex.The number of reflectionsobtainable
was about five or six at the most, and in lessfavorablecases,no more than
three were measurable.The spacingdata usually carry an uncertainty of
the order of l/6 in the averagevalues, but with this degreeof accuracy
the main conclusionsare clearly established.
Complexeswith the Cr and Coalcoholswere obtained by using the Cz
complexas a starting material. A drop or two of the Cr or Coalcohol was
placedin contact with the Cr-claycompiexso that a thin layer of Cr or Co
spreadover the clay surface.To make certain that the clay was still saturated with Cz, though covered by the film of Ca or C6,a tray of Cz was
placed in the sample chamber. X-ray da"tashowed no change in the clay
complex so long as C2 was present in the atmospheresurrounding the
sample.The tray of Cz was then replacedquickly by one containing Caor
Co.As the sample lost C:, possibly aided by a slow stream of dry air, it
absorbedCn (or C6)from the surfacelayer. It was found repeatedlythat
the Cr and Co complexeswere formed best from a fully expanded Cz
complex.
Pursuing the samemethod with Caand Croalcoholsgave very unsatisfactory results.A procedurewas then followed of preparing a regular C6
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complexand using this as a basefor preparing the Cs and Crocomplexes
in much the sameway as the CEand C6complexeswerepreparedfrom the
C2 complex, but the preparation appearedto be much more "temperamental." A stream of dry air through the sample chamber was used for
removing the Coand substituting Cs or Cro.
To prepare complexes with still higher alcohols, which normally are
solid, two possibilitiesexisted, namely (i) to introduce the alcohols at
temperaturesabove their respectivemelting points, and (ii) to use solutions in a volatile solvent. An excessof solid alcohol is troublesomesince
it contributes its own diffraction pattern containing many reflections.
Although the solid alcohol reflectionsare sharper than those of the clay
complex and thereforeare recognizedeasily, it was always desirableto
minimize theseunwanted reflections.Experimentsusing method (ii) with
C6as a solventfinally gavefairly good complexeswith Crr, Cr+,Q16and Crr
alcohols.Usually the C6-claycomplexwas solvatedwith a Co-C"solution,
(n:12 to 18), in a Co atmosphereovernight; the Co was then removed
by passinga dry air stream through the samplechamber on the diffractometer.
Efect of temperatureon the clay-organiccomplenes.Inaddition to forming
saturatedcomplexesbetweenmontmorillonite and eachof the alcoholsof
the series,attention has been given also to the effectsof temperature on
the complexes.In the first place,sampleswere heated gently in a hot air
stream simply to remove part of the organic component, and thus to
convert an expandedcomplex into one having a single layer of organic
molecules.Subsequently,when studying the complexesformed by the
higher alcohols,Crz-Cra,
it was thought desirableto remove the reflections
from the excesscrystalline alcohols by raising the temperature above
their melting points.
As the work continued,it was seenthat structural changeswere taking
place in the clay-alcohol complexesas the temperature was taken above
and below the melting point of the pure alcohol.The effectswere reversible and apparently not related to a loss of organic material, although as
the processwas repeatedand organic material was lost from the sample,
these complexeswere destroyed.
RBsums
Table 1 lists the results obtained under various experimental conditions. The data are divided into four groupsaccordingto the nature of the
complexesformed:
Single layer compleres.These show the smallest observed spacings,ranging from 13.2to 14.1A as the number of carbon atoms increases;for the
Iower alcohols,the resultsagreewith previously published data by Mac-
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T.lrr,r 1. Bas,cr Sp,{crNcs.rN A. ol MoNruonrlroNrrr-Ar,conor- Coupr-txps

Carbon atoms
in alcohol

z
+

6
8
10
t2
t4
l6
18

SingleJayer
senes

t3.24+0.25
13.65+0.10
13 5E+0.06
13.76+0.05
1 3 . 9+r 0 0 5
1383+0.05
1386+0.15
14.06+0.15
14.06+0.06

Double layer
serres

16.6s+0.10
1 7. 8 r+ 0 . 1 o
17.85+0.10

Above M.P.
serles

+0.2
26.5
28.6+0.3
3 11 + 0 . 4
34.7+1.4
+0.8
37.8
4 1. 2 +1 . 3
4 1. 0 + 0 . 7

Below M.P. series
(Room
Temperature)

( 3 . 12 + 0 . 7 ) r
4 3 . 5+ 1. 5
48.9+0.5
53.3+r.2
58.6+0.6

1 Value taken at about 0-5o C.

Ewan (1948), Barshad (1952), and Glaeser(1954). These spacingswere
obtained after a clay-alcohol complex had received treatment to remove
part of the initially sorbedalcohol.In the caseof Cz,Caand C6,it sufficed
simply to maintain a stream of dry air through the sample chamber on
the difiractometer, but with the higher alcohols,more especiallythose
which are normally solids, a mild heat-treatment was used such as a
stream of hot air or leaving the sample in an oven at 110oC. for several
hours,
Two-layer com\lerces.For the Cz, Ct and Co alcohols, complexes were
obtained with spacingsof 16.7,17.8and 17.9A respectively.On the basis
spacof 9.7 A as the spacingof fully-collapsedCa-montmorillonite,-these
ings correspondto expansions(A-values)of 7.0, 8.1 and 8.2 A which are
twice the correspondingvaluesderivedfrom the shorter spacings,3.5, 4.0
and 3.9 A respectively.The resultsare consistentwith the generallyheld
view that complexeswith thesespacingshave two layers of organicmoleculeslying with their lengths parallel to the silicate surfaces.
It is possible that similar complexes are formed transiently by the
higher alcohols,but for reasonsgiven later it was never possibleto obtain
thesecomplexeswithout othersalso being present.
Long-spacingcolnplenes.Table 1 showsdata for two seriesof long-spacing
complexes.One of thesewas observedfirst with Coalcoholand eventually
was traced through to Crs,but for alcoholswhich are normally solid it was
necessaryto raise the temperature above the melting point of the pure
alcohol. This series will be called the "above-melting point," or
"above-M.P.series."
The second seriesof long-spacing complexesis observed with alcohols
Crz-Crs,when measurementsare made at room-temperature,i.e., below
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the melting points. This serieswill be calledthe "below-M.P. series."
The spacing measurementsfor the two seriesare shown graphically in
Fig. 1, and the slopesof the mean straight lines give incremental spacings
of 1.57 A per carbon atom in the molecular formula for the above-M.P.
series,and 2.48 L per carbon atom for the below-M.P. series.
The transition temperatures from the one to the other type of complex
corresponds,to within 2-3" C., with the melting points of the pure alco-

A

"ool

A

4At2t6
number of C otoms +
Frc. 1. Comparison of observed basal spacings (open circles) and calculated data
(lines).
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line

1 :
1A:
2 :
2A:
3 :

Model of Fig. 2(b), chain inclination 77", equation (1).
Model of Fig. 2(b), chain inclination 70.5o,equation (1A)
Model of Fig. 2(c), ii; equation (2).
Model of Fig. 2(c), i.
Emerson (1957), model of Fig. 2(a).
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hols. Since the alcohol Crois normally a liquid and gives a complex of the
above-M.P. type, an attempt was made to cool the complex below the
melting point of the alcohol, 6o C., in the hope of forming a complex of the
below-M.P. type. As shown in Table 1, an expanded complex was obtained which, however,doesnot fall into line with the other below-M.P.
complexes.
DrscussroN
The most interestingresult of theseexperimentsis the discoveryof two
series of long-spacing complexes which form reversibly as the temperature is taken above or below the melting point of the pure alcohol. The
general significanceseemsobvious, namely that the binding energy which
holds the organic moleculesin a regular array in the crystalline solid plays
a similar role in the organic complexes.
The belozu-M.P.seriesoJ long-spacingcompleres.The orientation of the
alcohol molecules can be considered first in terms of the incremental
spacing,2.48 Aper carbonatom of the molecularformula. The increasein
Iength of an aliphatic chain per carbon atom is 127 A. The observed
result can be explainedonly by a double layer of fully extendedmolecules
standing almost perpendicular to the silicate surfaces.The angle of inclination of the chain length to the basal plane is sin-l (2.48/2.54)which is
77'. This angle, being closeto 90o cannot be determinedwith high accuracy but near perpendicularity of the molecular orientation is certainly
established.
This type of arrangementin the below-M.P. seriesis broadly consistent
with crystal structure data for the solid crystalline alcohols, which show
fully extended chains parallel to each other, (see for example a recent
study of n-CreHaaOH
by Abrahamssonal al.,1960).
Assuming this arrangement of the alcohol molecules, a calculation of
the total spacingcan be made using the following numerical data:
o-H...o
c-c
C-O
c-H

:
:
:
:

2.60A
1.54A
1.43A
1.08A

radius of hydrogen, rs :
all bond angles :
chain inclination:
silicate layer thickness :

1.20 A
109o 28'
77"
6.60 A1

With these values, and assuming that the -CHs terminations of the
molecules make van der Waals contacts within the double laver. then
the following equation is obtained:
(1)
d(001): re.r6+ (n - 2)2.48
where n is the number of carbon atoms in the molecule.The line corre1 6.60 A is the separation between centers of oxygen atoms on opposite sides of a montmorillonite layer. In the present calculations, the oxygen radii are taken into account in the
length of the O-H . . . O bond. Similar calculations are set out fully by Emerson (1957).
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sponding to equation (1) is shown in Fig. 1 and agreesexactlywith the
observeddata.
An alternative way of regardingthe molecularorientation follows from
the model used by Emerson (1957) to explain the spacingsof methanol
montmorillonite, and of the one-layer complexes.He calculated these
spacingson the supposition that the organic moleculesare oriented by
covalent-typebonds from the surfaceoxygensof the silicatelayer to the
hydroxyls of the alcoholmolecules.In other words,the O.-H . . . O bond
is oriented at 54" 44' to the normal to the silicatelayer. Emerson'smodel
is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). when the samemethod is applied to extended
long-chainmolecules(Fig. z(b)) one readily calculatesthat the chain axis
is inclined at 70.5oto the silicatesurfacewhich is closeto the varue of 77o
derivedabove.on the basisof the model shown in Fig. 2(b), the following
spacingequation is obtained:
d(001): 18.62+ (n - 2)2.40
(14)

Center of
Interloyer

Surfoce

Fro' 2. (a) Emerson's model for one-layer alcohol-montmorillonite complexes. (b) Model
for maximum spacing, alcohol-montmorillonite complexes (berow melting-point series).
(c) Possible models for alcohol-montmorillonite complexes (above melting-point series).
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This relation also is shown in Fig. 1, and is labelled 1A.
The consistencyof the results leads us to conclude that in the below-M.P. series,the chain moleculesare fully extended,in double layers,
and are inclined to the silicate surfaces at about 77'; this angle is consistentwith a covalent-typebond between the -OH groupsand the surface oxygens.
The oboae-M.P. seriesof compleres.The measured incremental spacing of
1.57 A per carbon atom exceeds the marintum incremental spacing for a
fully extended.single layer of molecules, namely t.27 A. This result together with the values for the total spacingsshows that these complexes
cannot be formed from single layers of molecules.
Possiblearrangementsof moleculesin a double layer can be considered
first in terms of the inclination of fully extended chains as derived from
the incremental spacing.This angle is sin-r (1.57/2-54):38". Fully extended chains in double Iayers at this angle are not consistent with the
type of O-H . ' ' O bonding previously describedso that somelesssimple
configurationseemsprobable,and doubtlessthere is more than one which
may fit the experimental findings. However, a very simple solution is
obtained by rotating a portion of the extendedchain shown in Fig. 2(b)
around the bond OCr or around CzCsto give the configurationsshown in
Fig. 2(c). Arrangement (ii) in Fig. 2(c) satisfiesall the requirements.The
O-H . ' ' O bond is retained.The extendedpart of the chain makes an
angle of 38.9owith the silicate surface which agreeswith the angle calculated from the incremental spacing. Finally, the calculated spacing equation for this model is:
Q)
d(001): 2r.76+ (n - 4)1.58
The corresponding line is shown in Fig. 1 and fi.tsexactly the experimental values for the total spacings.Arrangement (i) in Fig. 2(c) gives total
spacingswhich are slightly too small, (seedashedline in Fig. 1)'
It is a relevant question to ask why, above the melting points of the
crystalline alcohols,a molecular orientation of the type shown in Fig' 2(c)
may occur,and below the melting points the straight chain arrangement
shown in Fig. 2(b) seemsto occur. It can be recalledthat straight chain
configurationsexist in the crystalline alcoholsand are stable becauseof
the nature of the intermolecular forces.In the clay-alcohol complexes,the
intermolecular forces cannot be exactly the same as in the crystalline
alcohols but it seemslikely that at the melting point of the crystalline
compoundsthe thermal energy may be sufficientto loosenvery considerably the intermolecular coherencein the clay-organic complexes.At the
same time, the O-H ' ' ' O bonds may remain stable; they seem to persist even in the one-layer complexes(Fig.2(a)). There exists also the
normal tendency for montmorillonite layers to collapse to a minimum
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spacingowing to the ionic attractions betweenthe silicatelayersand the
e x c h a n g ec a t i o n s .
Tentatively, it is consideredthat in the above-M.p. seriesthe organic
chains remain anchored by the o-H
. . . o bonds but achievegreater
mobility from the increasedthermal energy and the breakdown of intermolecularbonds. They are also under compressionfrom the ionic attractive forces.The resultant effectappearsto be a bending of the molecules
in the manner indicated in Fig. 2(c).
Although arrangement (ii) fits very well the availabre experimental
data, other arrangementsmay be possiblegiving very similar (but not
identical) spacings.This may be the reasonfor the absenceof an extended
seriesof Bragg reflections. The c-ray results point to some degree of inhomogeneityin the molecularspacingsand this courdarisefrom a variety
of similar but not quite identical packing arrangements.The absenceof
clearly defined two-layer complexesfor alcoholsbeyond co also may be
attributable to the samegeneralcause.As the organicmoleculesbend and
flatten, and also are gradually lost from the interlayef region, a homogeneoussituation seemsnot to ariseuntil the final stageis reachedin which
there is j ust a singlelayer of moleculesarrangedas in Fig. 2 (a).
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